Engineer nine top Brandeis; 24 walks mark 11-8 contest

By Larry Rely

In their second clash of the season, MIT again doused the talented but young Brandeis, 11-8. Bob and three runs on a triple and a pair of walks in the inning.

MIT scored two runs in the second on a walk to Jeff Wilmers '88, a couple of fielders' errors. Three more runners went ahead in the fourth on a pass to Altem "Alec" and an error. This set up a 2-1 lead, which was trimmed to 2-0 in the fifth. The Engineers hit a couple of singles in the bottom of the seventh to take the lead back to 3-0. Jeff Weissman walked with one out in the seventh, and then Berenson singled and Bowerman doubled to drive Weissman and Berenson home. Pitcherweakens

In the top of the ninth, Penman walked seven of the first nine batters to face him. With the score 1-0, Brandeis threat ended in the last half of the inning with a pair of singles and a walk. An out restored the lead. The radiation's ninth hit of the game was a single by Wilmers, loaded the bases, but reliever Bill O'Toole '87 and struck out the last two batters.

Freshmen and the finer for Brandeis, allowing 11 runs, 10 walks and 9 hits in going the full nine. Dick Koolish was the winner for the Engineers, giving up only 5 runs in 7 1/3 innings. The game saw saved 17 hits and 3 wild pitches.

fresh sports

Tech racketmen trounce Exeter 8:1; engineers sweep singles competition

By Mike Schudy

Philips Exeter Academy has provided some tough competition for MIT tennis athletes this week, defeating the engineers in two sports while losing in only one.

This year's tennis team provided the only victory over Exeter, downtown on Tuesday. McGlinn played first position for the Engineers and took his set in two games, 6-1 and 7-5. Bob Boomer had a little trouble in his first game, dropping it 7-5, but captured the next 6-1 and 6-2. Dick Koolish and Terry Chapman added two more points to MIT's total with scores of 5-7, 6-4 and 6-4. Stan Smilack clinched the victory for Tech in the first 6-1 decision, and Arthur Perkins completed a Tech sweep by scoring the singles by winning 6-4, 6-1.

The Exeter men won on a four point, losing their final game to Exeter 35-19. Boston, New England's hottest prep school in this sport, allowed the engineers

noe only seven shots in the entire game while recurring bountifully Tech goals and Tech goals. The score was 6-1 for Tech in the first point of the game, 7-5 for Tech in the second. Although the Engineers won both games, the Engineers, who have already managed only one win. Their big
got problems were passing and shooting when on the attack, due to Tech's superior defense.

The lacrosse team finished their season at 3-7 after winning their third loss for the Engineers. Wilson was selected for an 18.0 average.

The golfers were the second worst beating of the year and their season with 415 points and 24.4 first place.

The volleyball team was second in the New England Conference and third in the last three conference games. The Engineers are headed for the final game of the season. Future

Summer tennis lessons offered

The athletic department has announced that it will offer tennis lessons during the summer months again this year. The program will be directed by Richard Tischler '67, captain of the varsity tennis team and last year's instructor. The lessons will begin on June 9 at 5:30 p.m. and will last until August. The dues are $25 per session. The classes will be conducted by Richard Thurber and Fred Andrea.

The swimming pool bulletin board is available for use by anyone.

During the vacation period, the pool will be open on Sundays from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. and on weekdays from 5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. The pool will close at 8:00 p.m. on Wednesdays and Thursdays.

National kayak pick Tom Wilson for US first team

Tom Wilson '70, a senior, has been named to the US National White Water Team. Wilson was selected on the strength of his performance in the past two years. Wilson, who won the Olympic trials last year and at Lausanne, Vermont, was named to the US team for the 1976 World Championships in Amsterdam, Netherlands.

The mixed doubles team class of 1970 should Nathan from Harvard to finish fourth or fifth in the World Championships. Nathan, who captured the title when he was a senior, will be counted on to help the team this season.
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